ÖZET: Bu çalışmanın amacı, nabla ayrık kesirli hesap operatörünün uygulanmasıyla radyal Schrödinger denkleminin ayrık kesirli çözümlerini elde etmektir.
INTRODUCTION
Two basic concepts of the ordinary calculus are derivative and integral operators and similarly, two basic concepts of the discrete calculus are sum and difference operators in mathematics. In the fractional calculus, orders of derivative and integral operators consist of arbitrary numbers and similarly, orders of sum and difference operators consist of arbitrary numbers in the discrete fractional calculus (DFC). Kuttner defined the difference operator with reel order in 1956 . In 1974, Diaz and Osler studied on differences of fractional order . Gray and Zhang developed a new concept for the fractional difference . Miller and Ross introduced sum and difference operators with fractional order in 1989 . Thus, many scientific studies take part in literature related to fractional calculus and DFC at the present time.
Nabla DFC operator which is the basic subject of our paper has an important position in the DFC theory. Atici and Eloe mentioned the nabla derivative and, new identities of the gamma function were developed . And, two definitions were defined for nabla discrete fractional sum operators . Nabla discrete Sumudu transform of Taylor monomials, fractional sums, and differences were studied and, this transform was used to obtain the solutions of some fractional difference equations with initial value problems . Inc and Yilmazer exhibited some particular solutions of the Chebyshev's equations via nabla DFC operator . Sufficient conditions on global existence and uniqueness of solutions of nonlinear fractional nabla difference systems were introduced and, the dependence of solutions on initial conditions and parameters was studied . A nabla DFC method was used to solve the confluent hypergeometric equation . A study related to DFC operator was presented for the vibration equations .
In our present paper, we used nabla DFC operator for the radial Schrödinger equation and, we obtained the solutions both as fractional forms and as hypergeometric forms.
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